Infrastructure Solutions

Top Reasons Why NetApp
is Your Best Defense in
Data Protection
RESPOND TO OPPORTUNITY
Delivers disk-to-disk backup for
every environment
Whether you’re looking to automate data
protection at remote offices or increase
the efficiency and performance of backup
and recovery in the data center, we have
a solution for you. NetApp® FAS storage
with SnapVault® Snapshot™ based backup
software automates and simplifies data
protection, even enabling remote-to-core
WAN backup. Our Virtual Tape Library (VTL)
solutions dramatically increase performance
and enable you to easily implement and
manage a robust D2D2T architecture that
consolidates and extends the usefulness of
tape assets that are critical for compliance
and disaster recovery.
Increases total storage efficiency
by 95% or more
Backup is storage intensive. It requires you
to maintain multiple versions of files so that
you can recover back to different points in
time. This is compounded by explosive data
growth. That’s why it’s critical to maximize
storage utilization.

NetApp is uniquely positioned to reduce
capacity consumption on disk and tape
storage as well as drive down power and
cooling costs through innovative use of
deduplication, tape smart sizing, and
Snapshot based backup software. The
result? Your backups consume significantly
less capacity, power, and cooling.
Speeds backup and recovery up to 98%
To meet business requirements and prevent
disruption to production operations, you
need backups to complete successfully
and finish fast. Fast recoveries are equally
important. NetApp FAS backup solutions
use snapshot-based, application-aware data
protection to complete jobs faster, moving
and storing only changed blocks so that
backups complete in minutes rather than
hours. Our VTL combines ease of integration
with direct tape creation and unique shadow
tape functionality to enable significantly
faster creation of tapes for disaster recovery
and high-speed recovery—even after you
send tapes offsite.

Provides proven, reliable data protection
Disk-based and Snapshot™ based data
protection are much more reliable than
traditional tape-based backups. NetApp’s
common storage platform also helps to
deliver the highest level of reliability. All
primary and secondary storage systems
leverage the same hardware architecture,
so every customer benefits from our years
of storage leadership. And because our
solutions are based on 100% NetApp owned
technology, you don’t have to worry about
external influences affecting product support
and development.
Simplifies a complex world
Technology advancements, growing data
levels, and expanding responsibilities can
push backup and recovery staff into reactive
mode. To help your team focus on more
strategic initiatives, NetApp solutions are
designed to be easy to integrate, expand,
and monitor. We also help automate parts of
your data protection lifecycle by integrating
with leading backup application partners.
The result is a solution that can reduce management complexity by 50% or even 75%.

NetApp creates innovative storage and
data management solutions that accelerate
business breakthroughs and deliver
outstanding cost efficiency. Discover our
passion for helping companies around the
world go further, faster at NetApp.com.
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